
American Space Deer Program: Playable rules draft 1

The American Space Deer Program game is a small scale turn based strategy game.  Players vie
for control of the resources of a randomly generated planet surface.  Players take turns exploring,
gathering resources and attacking other players.

(Once initial playing field idea is tested and refined describe set up here)

Play begins by selecting a directive card.  This card is for the individual player’s eyes only, and
states what level of each resource (mushrooms, political power and archeologic knowledge) they
need to win.

After selecting a directive card, choose eight space deer to deploy to the planet’s surface.  These
are the only space deer available to you, so choose your team carefully.

Space Deer types:
• Soldier
• Scientist
• Doctor

Playing the game

Sequence of play:
1. Determine amount of points gained towards the goals of your directive and your resource

bonuses if any.
2. Move.
3. Take action.

1. Determine amount of points:
In order to gain points players must position their space deer on resource yielding terrain squares. 
The different space deer types contribute either positively or negatively on your resource
collecting abilities.

Mushroom Patch Settlement Ruin

Soldier 0 -1 +1

Doctor -1 +1 0

Scientist +1 0 -1



Total up the number of resource collection points for each terrain square you have space deer on,
include enemy’s modifiers in your ability totals and roll a six sided dice on the following chart.

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4

1 -2 -1 -1 0 0 0 0 1 1

2 -1 -1 0 0 0 0 1 1 2

3 -1 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 2

4 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 3

5 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 3 3

6 0 0 1 1 0 2 3 3 4

2. Move:
Each space deer can move two squares horizontal or vertical or a combination of both per turn. 
They may not move through an occupied square, or move through the dividing red line.

3. Take action:
In this stage of development the only action to take is attacking other players.  Attacking doesn’t
gain points towards victory, but could offer advantages in its own right.  Be wary though,
attacking is risky at best.  Consult the following table for attack success rates.

Soldier Doctor Scientist

Soldier 1-5 6-10 1-2 3-10 1-3 4-10

Doctor 1-7 8-10 1-5 6-10 1-6 7-10

Scientist 1-6 7-10 1-5 6-10 1-5 6-10

The attacking unit is in the first column and the defending unit is in the top row.  Roll a ten sided
dice to determine the out come of the attack.  If the dice result is from the lower set of numbers,
the attack is unsuccessful and the attacking unit perishes.  If the result is in the higher set the
defending unit is no longer among the living.
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